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1. INTRODUCTION
Among the many problems attendant to the discovery of exotic generalized manifolds [2, 3]
is the ÔÔnormal bundleÕÕ problem, that is, the classiÞcation of neighborhoods of generalized
manifolds tamely embedded in generalized manifolds (with the disjoint disks property). In
this paper we study the normal structure of tame embeddings of a closed generalized
manifold Xn into topological manifolds »n‘q, q*3. If the local index ı(X)O1, then the
codimension is necessarily *3 (see, e.g., Proposition 5.4 below) and X cannot have
a (stable) bundle neighborhood in » since the index is multiplicative. The main result is an
extension to ENR homology manifolds of the classiÞcation of neighborhoods of locally ßat
embeddings of topological manifolds obtained by Rourke and Sanderson in [15]. We show
that for q*3 and n#q*5, germs of tame manifold q-neighborhoods of X, or equiva-
lently, controlled homeomorphism classes of (q!1)-spherical manifold approximate Þbra-
tions over X are in one-to-one correspondence with [X, BTop
q
], where BTop
q
is the
classifying space for stable topological q-microbundle pairs [15]. Manifold approximate
Þbrations over topological manifolds have been studied by Hughes et al. in [7]. Our
approach is to reduce the study of q-neighborhoods of X to the classiÞcation of q-
neighborhoods of a (stable) regular neighborhood of X in euclidean space; this is done using
the splitting theorem for manifold approximate Þbrations proved in Section 4. As applica-
tions, we obtain an analogue of BrowderÕs theorem on smoothings and triangulations of
Poincare« embeddings (Theorem 5.1) and of the Casson—Haeßiger—Sullivan—Wall embed-
ding theorem (Corollary 5.2) for generalized manifolds. These embedding theorems have
also been obtained independently by Johnston in [8]; however, unlike Johnston, we use our
classiÞcation of neighborhoods to identify the natural „op-reduction of the normal spheri-
cal Þbration when the ambient space is a topological manifold.
2. PRELIMINARIES
A generalized n-manifold is a locally compact euclidean neighborhood retract (ENR)
X such that for each x3X,
H
k
(X, XCMxN; Z ):G
Z if k"n
0 otherwise.
A compact generalized n-manifold X is orientable if there is a class m3H
n
(X;Z ) such that
the inclusion H
n
(X;Z)PH
k
(X, XCMxN;Z) sends m to a generator of H
k
(X, XCMxN;Z ) for
every x3X. A choice of m is an orientation for X.
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A subset X-‰ is 1-‚CC in ‰ if, for every x3X and neighborhood ” of x in ‰, there
is a neighborhood » of x3‰ such that the inclusion induced homomorphism
n
1
(»CX)Pn
1
(”CX) is trivial. In codimension *3, we also refer to 1- ‚CC ENR subsets as
tame subsets.
Given a space X, a manifold approximate Þbration with Þber F over X is an approximate
Þbration p :MPX, where M is a topological manifold and the homotopy Þber of p is
homotopy equivalent to F. (Equivalently, each p~1(x) has the shape of the space F.) A group
G(n
1
(F) in our constructions) is K-ßat if Wh(G]Zk)"0, for every k*0.
Let p
i
:M
i
PX, i3M0, 1N, be continuous maps. A controlled map f # from (M
0
PX) to
(M
1
PX) is a proper map f :M
0
][0, 1)PM
1
][0, 1) such that the composition
M
0
][0, 1) fPM
1
][0, 1) 130+&" M
1
p1&"X
extends continuously to M
0
][0, 1] via p
0
on M
0
]M1N. Similarly, controlled maps f #
0
, f #
1
:
M
0
PM
1
are controlled homotopic if there is a controlled map H# from M
0
]IPX to
M
1
PX such that H#DM
0
]M0N"f #
0
and H#DM
1
]M1N"f #
1
. Controlled homeomorphisms
and controlled homotopy equivalences are deÞned in the obvious way.
Remark. (i) This deÞnition is similar to that given in [7], except that we do not require
controlled maps and homeomorphisms to be level preserving. However, controlled maps
f :M
0
][0, 1)PM
1
][0, 1) are controlled homotopic to level-preserving mappings through
linear homotopies. Similarly, level-preserving controlled homotopic maps are controlled
homotopic through level-preserving homotopies.
(ii) Let M
0
and M
1
be closed manifolds and h a controlled homeomorphism of manifold
approximate Þbrations p
i
:M
i
PX with Þber F, i3M0, 1N. If n
1
(F) is K-ßat, then an inÞnite
sequence of applications of the thin h-cobordism theorem [12] allows us to assume that
h preserves a sequence of levels converging to 1, that is, h(M
0
]MtN)"M
1
]MtN for
a sequence of tÕs converging to 1. Moreover, for K-ßat Þbers F, we can assume that h
is a level-preserving controlled homeomorphism by the controlled pseudoisotopy theorem
of [13].
(iii) When we speak of controlled equivalences f # :M
0
PM
1
without specifying the
control map p
0
on the domain, it is assumed that p
0
"lim
t?1
p
1 ¡
f
t
and that the limit exists,
where f
t
(x)"f (x, t).
Although part of our discussion could be carried out in greater generality, unless stated
otherwise, we assume that manifold approximate Þbrations p :MPX have Þber Sq~1,
q*3, that the total space M is a closed manifold, and that the base space X is a closed ENR
homology manifold.
Let p :MPX be a manifold approximate Þbration. A controlled structure on p is
a controlled homotopy equivalence f # :NPM, where NPX is a manifold approximate
Þbration. The controlled structure set of p, S
c
(p), is the collection of all controlled homeo-
morphism classes of controlled structures on p :MPX. For computational purposes,
we next identify S
c
(p) with a certain bounded structure set, in the sense of Ferry and
Pedersen [5].
Given p :MPX, assume that X is tamely embedded in SN, N large, and that X is given
the induced metric. Let O (X) denote the open cone on X, and let ) :M][0, R)PO(X) be
deÞned by
)(m, t)"G
(p(m), t), if t’0
0 if t"0
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where 0 denotes the cone point. We wish to identifyS
#
(p) andS;0
"
()), whereS;0
"
()) is the
bounded structure set of ) :M][0, R)PO(X) away from zero (see [5] for more details).
Let t : [0, 1)P[0, R) be a homeomorphism. A radial reparametrization (via t) of
a controlled structure f # on p :MPX may fail to yield a bounded structure (away from 0)
on ), if convergence near R is too slow. This can be corrected with a suitable radial
contraction of the given structure, as follows.
Let / : [0, 1)P[0, 1) be a homeomorphism such that / (x) x, for every x, and let f # be
a controlled structure on p :MPX represented, say, by the level-preserving map
f :M
0
][0, 1)PM][0, 1). The /-contraction of f # is the controlled structure represented by
the composition
M
0
][0, 1) *$](~1&&"M
0
][0, 1) f&&"M][0, 1) *$](&&"M][0, 1).
If the contraction is Þne enough, then its radial reparametrization under t gives a bounded
structure on ) :M][0, R)PO(X) away from 0. Appropriate restrictions on admissible
functions / guarantee that controlled homeomorphic structures are mapped to equivalent
bounded structures, thus deÞning a map S
#
(p)PS;0
"
()). Conversely, if f
0
:N
0
PM]
[0, R) represents a bounded structure away from zero, then N
0
has a simply-connected,
tame end with respect to the control map o :N
0
PX given by the composition
N
0
f0&"M][0, R) 130+&&"M pPX.
By the end theorem [12] we can assume that, in a neighborhood of the end, N
0
"N][0, 1),
and that the maps o
t
:NPX given by o
t
(x)"o(x, t) converge to a spherical manifold
approximate Þbration o
1
:NPX, as tP1. Moreover, o
1
:NPX is controlled homotopy
equivalent to p :MPX, under the map induced by f
0
. This establishes a one-to-one
correspondence
S
#A
M
B
X BPS;0" A
M][0, R)
B
O(X) B
between controlled and bounded structure sets.
3. LOCAL STRUCTURE
Let Xn be a closed oriented generalized n-manifold and »n‘q a topological manifold,
q*3. If X is 1!‚CC in » and q*3, then X has a mapping cylinder neighborhood
E"C
p
, where p :LEPX is a manifold approximate Þbration with homotopy Þber
Sq~1 [12, 17]. Moreover, this spherical manifold approximate Þbration structure is well
deÞned up to controlled homeomorphisms over X. Conversely, by Proposition 3.1 below,
any such spherical manifold approximate Þbration arises as the normal structure of a tame
embedding of X. This result is a consequence of Edwards—QuinnÕs characterization of
manifolds. Proofs can be found in [4], and in [12] for polyhedral homology manifolds.
PROPOSITION 3.1. If p :LEPX is a manifold approximate Þbration with homotopy Þber
Sq~1, q*3, then the mapping cylinder E"C
p
of p is a topological manifold, provided that
n#q*5. Furthermore, X is tamely embedded in E as the zero section.
Classifying manifold neighborhoods of X is, therefore, equivalent to classifying spherical
manifold approximate Þbrations over X, up to controlled homeomorphisms. We Þrst
address this problem within a Þxed controlled homotopy type over X.
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Let p :LEPX be a manifold approximate Þbration with homotopy Þber Sq~1, and let
p
1
:LE
1
PX be a manifold approximate Þbration controlled equivalent to p via a level-
preserving controlled homotopy equivalence
The map t induces a homotopy equivalence tI : (E
1
, LE
1
)P(E, LE), where E
1
and E are the
mapping cylinders of p
1
and p, respectively.
Let g (tI )3[E;G/„op]:[X;G/„op]:H
n
(X;G/„op) be the normal invariant of tI .
Normal invariants of mapping cylinders induce a map
o :S
#A
LE
B
X BPHn(X; G/„op)
given by o ([t#])"g (tI ), for any controlled structure t#.
PROPOSITION 3.2. o is a bijection.
Proof. The result follows from a comparison of the controlled surgery exact sequence of
p :LEPX with the G/„op-homology Gysin sequence of p :LEPX. It is a consequence of
the 5-lemma applied to the commutative diagram
The Þrst row is the bounded surgery sequence away from 0 of LE][0, R)PO(X),
under the identiÞcation of structure sets described in Section 2. The second row is the
G/„op-homology exact sequence of the pair (E, LE) with the term H
n‘q
(E, LE;G/„op)
identiÞed with [E, G/„op]:[X, G/„op]:H
n
(X;G/„op), via Poincare« duality. For k*1,
the isomorphism H
n‘k
(X; L):H
n‘k
(X;G/„op) follows from the Atiyah—Hirzebruch spec-
tral sequence. K
We now consider the general classiÞcation problem. Let N
q
(X) be the collection of
germs of tame codimension q manifold neighborhoods of X. Two embeddings
ı
k
:XnP»n‘q
k
, k3M1, 2N, represent the same element of N
q
(X), if there are neighborhoods
N
k
of X in »
k
, and a homeomorphism h :N
1
PN
2
such that h ¡ ı1
"ı
2
. Our previous
discussion shows that N
q
(X) is in 1—1 correspondence with controlled homeomorphism
classes of (q!1)-spherical manifold approximate Þbrations over X.
Let BTop
q‘k,k
denote the classifying space for topological microbundle pairs ek-fk‘q,
where ek denotes the trivial microbundle of rank k. In [15], Rourke and Sanderson showed
that if M is a topological manifold, there is a bijection
c :N
q
(M)P[M, BTop
q
],
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where BTop
q
"lim
k?=
BTop
q‘k,k
. To the embedding M-», they associate the pair
q
M
= l
M
-q
V
D
M
= l
M
, which represents the ÔÔformalÕÕ normal bundle of M in ». Here, l
M
is
a stable inverse to q
M
.
A closed generalized manifold X has a canonical (up to controlled homeomorphisms)
stable normal spherical manifold approximate Þbration structure on the Spivak normal
Þbration determined by neighborhoods of embeddings of X in large euclidean spaces;
we shall denote it l
X
. The uniqueness of this stable structure follows from the relative
end theorem and the thin h-cobordism theorem [12] applied to a concordance between
any two embeddings of X in RN, N large. On the other hand, Ferry and Pedersen
have shown that the Spivak normal Þbration of an ENR homology manifold has a can-
onical „op reduction l &1
X
[5]. Notice that, if the local index of XO1, we cannot have
a simultaneous geometric realization of both structures since the index is multiplicative.
In other words, we cannot have a „op-bundle over X whose total space is a mani-
fold. Our approach is to use both l
X
and l&1
X
to reduce the study of q-neighborhoods
of X to the study of q-neighborhoods of a (stable) neighborhood of X in euclidean
space. The fact that there is a bijective correspondence between these is stated as
Corollary 3.4.
We begin by deÞning c :N
q
(X)P[X, BTop
q
], for any closed generalized manifold X.
Let Xn-»n‘q be a tame embedding, q*3, and let E"C
p
be a mapping cylinder
neighborhood of X with projection p :EPX. Let … be the total space of m"p*(l&1
X
). Since
l
X
has the same controlled homotopy type as l &1
X
, and mD
X
"l&1
X
, the splitting theorem proved
in the next section shows that m is controlled homeomorphic to an approximate Þbration
that restricts to l
X
over X. Moreover, the mapping cylinder N of the projection of l
X
is
embedded in … as a locally ßat submanifold.
A relative version of this construction shows that any two such splittings are concord-
ant. Therefore, the assignment X-»>q
N
D
X
= l
N
D
X
-q
W
D
X
= l
N
D
X
induces a classifying
map c :N
q
(X)P[X, BTop
q
], which coincides with the Rourke-Sanderson map when X is
a topological manifold.
THEOREM 3.3. ‚et Xn be a closed generalized manifold. „he map c :N
q
(X)P[X, BTop
q
]
is a bijection, provided that q*3 and n#q*5.
Using the same notation, deÞne ) :N
q
(X) PN
q
(N) by associating to X-» the
q-neighborhood N-….
COROLLARY 3.4. ) :N
q
(X)PN
q
(N) is a bijection.
Proof. Neighborhoods of N are classiÞed by c
1
:N
q
(N)P[N, BTop
q
], where the ele-
ment c
1
([X-»]) is represented by the microbundle pair q
N
= l
N
-q
W
D
N
= l
N
[15]. There-
fore, there is a commutative diagram
The result follows from Theorem 3.3. K
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Fig. 1.
Proof of „heorem 3.3. c is injective. Let p
i
:LE
i
PX, i3M0, 1N, be (q!1)-spherical
manifold approximate Þbrations such that c (X-E
0
)"c(X-E
1
). Adding subscripts to
the notation introduced above (see Fig. 1), Theorem 3.2b of [12] implies that …
0
and
…
1
are equivalent neighborhoods of N, i.e., there is a homeomorphism H :…
1
P…
0
inducing the identity on N.
Analogous to BTop
q
, there is a classifying space BG
q
for pairs of spherical Þbrations
[15]. Since such pairs split uniquely, BG
q
is homotopy equivalent to the classifying space for
spherical Þbrations BG
q
. Since controlled homotopy classes of approximate Þbrations are in
one-to-one correspondence with Þber homotopy classes of spherical Þbrations under the
path Þbration map [7], the fact that the image of c (X-E
0
) and c(X-E
1
) are the same
under the forgetful map BTop
q
PBG
q
implies that H induces a controlled homotopy
equivalence f # :LE
1
PLE
0
over X, which gives a homotopy equivalence fI :E
1
PE
0
of
mapping cylinders. By Proposition 3.2, to establish the injectivity of c, it suƒces to show
that the normal invariant of fI is trivial.
Since fI restricts to the identity on X, and …
i
is the total space of the bundle over
E
i
obtained as the pull-back of l&1
X
under the projection p
i
:E
i
PX, there is a bundle map
F :…
1
P…
0
covering fI :E
1
PE
0
. Therefore, the normal invariants g(F)3[…
0
, G/„op]:[X, G/„op]
and g( fI )3[E
0
, G/„op]:[X, G/„op] are the same. Since F can be assumed to be
homotopic to H as maps of pairs, it follows that g ( fI )"g (F)"0.
c is surjective. Let the microbundle pair ek-fq‘k represent a given element
a3[X, B„op
q
]. Let p :LEPX be the (q!1) -spherical Þbration underlying a, and let E be
the mapping cylinder of p. Abusing notation, the natural projection p :EPX gives (E, LE)
the structure of an arbitrarily Þne Poincare« space over X. Furthermore, as stable spherical
Þbrations
l&1
X
"l41E DX= f, (1)
where l41E is the Spivak normal Þbration of E. Therefore, equation (1) determines a „op
reduction of l41E DX. Since E deformation retracts to X, we also obtain a „op reduction of l41E .
Let
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be a surgery problem associated to this reduction. Crossing with R, we obtain a bounded
surgery problem
where X‘"X‹ MaN is a disjoint union, and in ÔÔpolar coordinatesÕÕ in O(X‘),
p@(x, t)"G
(x, t) if t’0
(a, DtD) if t)0.
By the bounded n—n theorem [5], we can assume that /I is a bounded homotopy
equivalence. Now, we split this equivalence near R to obtain a manifold approximate
Þbration over X. Since LMI has a tame end (near #R) with respect to the composition
LMI (I&"LE]R 130+&&" LE p&"X,
we can assume by the end theorem that in a neighborhood of the end, LMI "LE
1
][0, 1).
For each 0(t(1, let p
t
:LE
1
PX be the composition
LE
1
]MtN (I&"LE 130+&&"E p&"X.
Then, p
1
"lim
t?1
p
t
:LE
1
PX is a manifold approximate Þbration such that the spherical
Þbrations underlying c(X-E
1
) and a are the same.
The stability theorem for G
q
/Top
q
[12], q*3, gives a pull-back diagram
Hence, the di⁄erence between a and c (X-E
1
) is stable, and deÞnes an element
b3[X, G/„op]:H
n
(X; G/„op). Proposition 3.2 applied to p
1
:E
1
PX gives a manifold
approximate Þbration LEPX and a controlled equivalence t# :LEPLE
1
such that
o([t#])"b. Then, c(X-E)"a. This concludes the proof. K
COROLLARY 3.5. ‚et Xn be a closed generalized manifold. If q*3 and n#q*5, (q!1)-
spherical manifold approximate Þbrations over X are classiÞed by BTop
q
, i.e., there is
a one-to-one correspondence between controlled homeomorphism classes of (q!1)-spherical
manifold approximate Þbrations over X and [X, BTop
q
].
Since BG
q
PBG
q
is a homotopy equivalence and G
q
/Top
q
is stable when q*3, the
classiÞcation of spherical manifold approximate Þbration structures obtained in Proposi-
tion 3.2 can be rephrased in terms of reductions of structural groups, as follows.
COROLLARY 3.6. ‚et X be a closed generalized n-manifold, and let m be a (q!1)-spherical
Þbration over X. If q*3 and n#q*5, then manifold approximate Þbrations over X Þber
homotopy equivalent to m are in 1—1 correspondence with Þber homotopy classes of lifts to
BTop
q
of the map XPBG
q
that classiÞes m.
Remark. The classiÞcation of manifold approximate Þbrations with spherical Þbers
obtained in Corollary 3.5, suggest possible deÞnitions of …hitney sums and pull-backs of
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spherical manifold approximate Þbrations over ENR homology manifolds. However, such
deÞnitions do not seem to be entirely satisfactory. For example, the pull-back of a spherical
bundle over a topological manifold to a nonresolvable homology manifold X would yield
a manifold neighborhood of X, therefore not a bundle. One would not obtain product
formulae for characteristic classes, since 0-dimensional classes (such as the local index of
a homology manifold) are not visible to the operation in B„op arising from Whitney sums
of bundle pairs. In order to account for these, it appears to be necessary to address the more
general classiÞcation problem of tame neighborhoods of generalized manifolds in generaliz-
ed manifolds with the disjoint disks property. We conjecture that these q-neighborhoods are
classiÞed by BTop
q
]Z. From the viewpoint of the techniques utilized in this paper, the main
obstacles to completing such a study are the validity of the s-cobordism theorem and of the
simply-connected end theorem for generalized manifolds with the disjoint disks property.
4. A SPLITTING THEOREM
Let Em be a compact topological m-manifold, and p :Mm‘rPE be a manifold approx-
imate Þbration with homotopy Þber F, where F is a closed r-manifold. For the duration of
this section we adopt the following notation: if ALE, then AK"p~1(A)LM.
Let Xn-Em be a closed ENR homology manifold tamely embedded in E, and let
q :X] PX denote the restriction of p to X] . In this generality, X] is not necessarily an ANR,
and q may not be an approximate Þbration.
DeÞnition 4.1. p :MPE is split along X, if X] is a closed (n#r)-manifold tamely
embedded in M, and q"pD
X“
:X] PX is an approximate Þbration.
Suppose q
1
:NPX is an approximate Þbration with homotopy Þber F, where N is
a closed (n#r)-manifold.
THEOREM 4.2. If q
1
:NPX is Þberwise shape equivalent to q :X] PX over X, m!n*3,
r*3, n#r*5, and n
1
(F) is K-ßat, then p :MPE is controlled homeomorphic to an
approximate Þbration p
1
:MPE, which is split along X and restricts to q
1
over X.
Proof. Let » be a neighborhood of X in E that retracts to X via a retraction r :»PX.
Let ”@ be a compact manifold in int»K containing XK . Since n
1
(F ) is K-ßat, and since X is
tame in E, the map r ¡ p :”@CXK PX has a tame end, hence a controlled collar at R,
B][0, 1). Let ”"B][0, 1)XXK . Then ” has a ÔÔmapping-cylinder-likeÕÕ structure over XK ,
controlled over X, in the sense that small neighborhoods of XK in ” can be isotopied
arbitrarily close to XK by isotopies that Þx XK and are controlled over X. (That is, XK is a tame
FANR in ” over X.) In particular, if we set ”
t
"”CB][0, t), for t3[0, 1) then the inclusion
XK -”
t
is a d
t
-shape equivalence over X, where d
t
P0 as tP1.
Since the manifold approximate Þbration q
1
:NPX is Þberwise shape equivalent to
p :XK PX, there is a map G :N][0, 1)P”][0, 1) such that G
t
(N)-”
t
and G
t
:NP”
t
is
a d
t
-homotopy equivalence over X. For any Þxed t3[0, 1), we may apply the controlled
version of the Casson—Haeßiger—Sullivan—Wall embedding theorem [16], which uses the
controlled n—n theorem of [6], to get G
t
:NP”
t
e
t
-homotopic to a locally ßat embedding.
Choosing a sequence 0"t
0
(t
1
(t
2
(2(1, with t
i
P1 as iPR, we may then assume
that, for each i*0, G
ti
:N]Mt
i
NP”
ti
, is a locally ßat embedding. Applying the relatively
controlled version of the Casson—Haeßiger—Sullivan—Wall embedding theorem [16], we
may also assume that, for each i*0, G DN][t
i
, t
i‘1
]:N][t
i
, t
i‘1
]P”
ti
][t
i
, t
i‘1
] is
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a locally ßat embedding. The next step is to replace each of these ÔÔe
ti
-pseudoisotopiesÕÕ by
isotopies that are ambient.
Set N
t
"G(N]MtN) and N[s, t]"G(N][s, t]) for 0)s)t(1. Then, for i*0, the
triple (N[t
i
, t
i‘1
], N
ti
, N
ti‘1
) is a locally ßat submanifold of (”
ti
][t
i
, t
i‘1
],
”
ti
]Mt
i
N , ”
ti
]Mt
i‘1
N); hence, ”
ti
][t
i
, t
i‘1
] has the structure of a mapping cylinder neigh-
borhood (of triples) over N[t
i
, t
i‘1
]. Using the mapping cylinder projection composed with
the projection of N[t
i
, t
i‘1
] to N
ti‘1
as control map, we can use the thin h-cobordism to put
a product structure on ”
ti
][t
i
, t
i‘1
] over N
ti‘1
that agrees with the natural product
structure on L”
ti
][t
i
, t
i‘1
] and is an g-product (over N
ti‘1
) on a smaller mapping cylinder
neighborhood of N[t
i
, t
i‘1
], for some small g’0. Using this structure, we can reembed
N[t
i
, t
i‘1
] into ”
ti
][t
i
, t
i‘1
] so that the new embedding agrees with the inclusion on N
ti
,
and is g-close to the inclusion on N
ti‘1
. Using MillerÕs isotopy theorem [10] we can get
a small isotopy of N
ti‘1
in ”
ti
]Mt
i‘1
N back to the inclusion. The net e⁄ect of all of this is to
produce a small pseudoisotopy (over X) ”
ti
][t
i
, t
i‘1
]P”
ti
][t
i
, t
i‘1
] taking N
ti
to N
ti‘1
.
By QuinnÕs controlled isotopy theorem [13], this pseudoisotopy is close (over X ) to an
isotopy H
i
:”][t
i
, t
i‘1
]P”][t
i
, t
i‘1
], which is the identity on ”]Mt
i
N and outside
”
ti
][t
i
, t
i‘1
], that takes N
ti
to N
ti‘1
. Extending to the identity outside ”, we get a level
preserving homeomorphism H :M][0, 1)PM][0, 1) with H D”][t
i
, t
i‘1
]"H
i
. Then
H~1 is a controlled homeomorphism of p to an approximate Þbration p
1
:MPE such that
p~1
1
(X)"N and p
1
DN"q
1
. K
5. TAMING POINCARE¤ EMBEDDINGS
Let Xn be a closed generalized manifold and »n‘q a compact topological manifold.
Following [1] (see also [9, 16]), we deÞne a Poincare& embedding of X in » to be a triple
(m, (C, LE), h) consisting of
(i) a (q!1)-spherical Þbration m over X, with projection p :LEPX;
(ii) a Þnite Poincare« pair (C, LE);
(iii) a (simple) homotopy equivalence h :C XLE EP», where E is the mapping cylinder
of p.
Remark. (1) If X is tamely embedded in », let the spherical manifold approximate
Þbration p :LEPX represent the normal structure to X. Under the path Þbration construc-
tion, this approximate Þbration determines a spherical Þbration over X which is controlled
homotopy equivalent to p :LEPX. Thus, underlying any tame embedding, there is a Poin-
care« embedding of X in ».
(2) Lemma 11.1 of [16] shows that (ii) follows from (iii), when q*3.
As in smoothing theory, we Þrst consider reductions of the structural group of p: EPX
to Top
q
. Given a Poincare« embedding h :C XLE EP», let f s be the composition
X i&"E-CZ
dE
E h&"» i&"»]Rk,
k large. By general position, we can assume that f s is a tame embedding. Since any other
embedding homotopic to f s is concordant to f s, the stable controlled homeomorphism type
of the normal spherical manifold approximate Þbration is well-deÞned. Thus, associated to
a Poincare« embedding h :C XLE EP», there is a natural stable „op-reduction of LEPX.
The stability theorem [15] for G
q
/Top
q
, q*3, implies the same unstably, that is, associated
to a Poincare« embedding, there is a canonical Top
q
-reduction of LEPX.
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We now state the extension of BrowderÕs ÔÔ„op-HatÕÕ theorem to embeddings of ENR
homology manifolds into topological manifolds (see also [8] ). For smooth or P‚ mani-
folds, a proof of this result is given in [16].
THEOREM 5.1. ‚et (m, (C, E), h) be a Poincare« embedding of a closed generalized manifold
Xn into a compact topological manifold »n‘q, with q*3 and n#q*5. „hen, there is a tame
embedding of X in » inducing the given Poincare« embedding.
Proof. The proof follows much the same line as the proof of Theorem 11.3 of [16]. Let
/# :LEPLE represent the canonical Top
q
-reduction of LEPX, where LEPX is a (q!1)-
spherical manifold approximate Þbration. Since /# induces a simple homotopy equivalence
/I :EPE, we may assume that E"E and h :C XLE EP».
Set ‰"CXLEE and let g :»P‰ be a homotopy inverse to h. After removing a small
open collar of LE from E, we can assume that g is transverse to LE. Let A"g~1(E) . Then
gDA : (A, LA)P(E, LE) is a degree 1 normal map with normal invariant g3[ E, G/„op ]:
[X, G/„op ]:H
n
(X;G/„op). Proposition 3.2 implies that there is a manifold approximate
Þbration p
1
:LE
1
PX and a controlled homotopy equivalence t# :LE
1
PLE such that
g(t3 )"g. Hence, there is a normal bordism F
1
: (”, ”
0
)P(E, LE) between gDA : (A, LA)P
(E, LE) and t3 : (E
1
, LE
1
)P(E, LE). Identify AL” with A]M1NL»]M1NL»]
I to obtain …"(»]I)X
A
”. There is a degree-one normal map F : (…, »]M0NXE
1
,
L
‘
…)P(‰]I, ‰]M0NXE
1
, C]M1N) inducing g on »]M0N and t3 on E
1
. By the n—n
theorem we can do surgery on … rel »]M0NXE
1
to get an s-cobordism …@ between
»]M0N and »@, with E
1
L»@. By the s-cobordism theorem, …@:»]I; hence, we get an
embedding f :XLE
1
9» realizing the given Poincare« embedding. Notice that since
LE
1
PX arises as the normal structure to X under the embedding f, LE
1
PX is controlled
homeomorphic to LEPX. K
COROLLARY 5.2. Suppose Xn is a closed generalized n-manifold, »n‘q is a compact
topological (n#q)-manifold, (n#q)*5, q*3, and f :XP» is a homotopy equivalence.
„hen f is homotopic to a tame embedding.
Proof. Identical to the proof of Corollary 11.3.4 of [16]. K
COROLLARY 5.3. Suppose that X is a closed generalized n-manifold, n*5. „hen there is
a tame embedding of X into a topological manifold of dimension n#3.
Proof. By [5], the Spivak normal Þbration of X admits a „op-reduction, which gives
a degree-one normal map f :MPX, where M is a topological n-manifold. By the n—n
theorem, we can do surgery on f]id :M]B3PX]B3, to get a (simple) homotopy
equivalence F : (», L»)P(X]B3, X]S2). Apply Corollary 5.2 to a homotopy inverse
of F restricted to X. K
In contrast to Corollary 5.3 we have the following well-known fact.
PROPOSITION 5.4. If X is a closed generalized n-manifold, n*5, and ı (X)O1, then there is
no compact topological manifold (», L») controlled homotopy equivalent to (X]B2, X]S1)
over X.
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Proof. If there were, the inÞnite cyclic cover ” of L» corresponding to the Z-factor of
n
1
(L») would have a tame end over X. The end theorem would then produce a completion
”1 of the end over X, hence, a cell-like map L”1 PX, that is, a resolution of X. But this would
imply that ı(X)"1 [14]. K
To our knowledge, the question of whether or not an ANR homology manifold can be
embedded in a topological manifold in codimension 2 remains open.
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